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This entry received a score of 3 independently from two expert raters based on the EDPPSR. In this entry, design requirements are
listed and prioritized (indeed, the designers indicate in the introductory paragraph in this entry that, “the constraints are listed in order of
importance”). The design requirements/constraints are generally clear and somewhat detailed (e.g., “The product must be able to
withstand outdoor conditions because it will be used outside and kept in either a garage or an outdoor environment”). Sometimes
information included under a given heading does not all support that topic. Thus, for example, under “Aesthetics,” the students note:
“Our product must be painted in a color that blends in or goes well with many/all existing lawn mowers. The majority of lawn
mowers that are currently on the market are green, red, or black, or orange so one of those colors would be most pleasing to the
eye. All of the lawnmowers on Lowes.com have some feature on it that is painted black, so our product would match the best
when painted black. The surface of the product must be resistant to the elements.”
This last sentence has nothing to do with aesthetics, but is a sort of “stream of consciousness” detail that follows discussion about paint.
Nonetheless, taken as a group, the design requirements/constraints have the potential to lead to a viable solution to the problem of
shoulder injury while pull starting a lawn mower motor. However, some of the design requirements are not objective, for example, “Our
product must be able to withstand the vibrations of the mower. The vibrations will be quite drastic because ‘the average walk behind
mower has a 5-7 horsepower motor’”. The lack of a reference to the source of quotes such as in this example also creates uncertainty
about objectivity.
Evidence that the requirements represent the needs of, and have been validated by, at least a few primary stakeholders comes from
the students’ mention of the use of a survey to help them “find the best solution to our problem.” While students never made clear who
survey participants were and why they were chosen, it is likely that they were individuals who have used or intend to use a lawn mower.
This evidence is minimal at best, and contributes to the assignment of a 3 rather than a higher score.
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Element C - Presentation and justification of solution design requirements

5 Design requirements are listed and prioritized, and they are consistently clear and detailed;
these design requirements presented are consistently objective, measurable, and they would be
highly likely to lead to a tangible and viable solution to the problem identified; there is evidence
that requirements represent the needs of, and have been validated by, many if not all primary
stakeholder groups.

4 Design requirements are listed and prioritized, and they are generally clear and detailed; these
design requirements presented are nearly always objective and measurable, and they would be
likely to lead to a tangible and viable solution to the problem identified; there is evidence that
requirements represent the needs of, and have been validated by, several primary stakeholder
groups.

3 Design requirements are listed and prioritized, and they are generally clear and somewhat
detailed; these design requirements presented are generally objective and measurable, and they
have the potential to lead to a tangible and viable solution to the problem identified; there is
evidence that requirements represent the needs of, and have been validated by, at least a few
primary stakeholder groups.

2 Design requirements are listed and prioritized, but some/all of these may be incomplete
and/or lack specificity; these design requirements may be only sometimes objective and/or
measurable, and it is not clear that they will lead to a tangible and viable solution to the problem
identified; there is evidence that the requirements represent the needs, of/and or have been
validated by, only one primary stakeholder group.

1 An attempt is made to list, format, and prioritize requirements, but these may be partial
and/or overly general, making them insufficiently measurable to support a viable solution to the
problem identified; there is no evidence that the requirements represent the needs of, or have
been validated by, any primary stakeholder groups.

0 Design requirements are either not presented or are too vague to be used to outline the
measurable attributes of a possible design solution to the problem identified.

